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Powders Behaving Like Liquids
Equilibrated colloidal suspensions obey the laws of thermodynamics; have osmotic properties,
and obey Gibbs phase rule. By contrast, properties of dry colloidal powders, not in a host solvent,
but which are fluidized under gravity by mechanical vibrations are not in any real sense
thermodynamic. Both common experience and careful experiments, however, demonstrate that
fluidized powders can, in certain conditions, be described by quasi‐thermodynamic laws.
Computer simulations confirm an obedience criterion is the amplitude of vibration should be less
than all correlation length for interactions between particles. Then the conditions for the
equipartition‐of‐energy prevail. There follows a definition of quasi‐thermodynamic properties of
powders as functions of a granular temperature, and a granular pressure. “Thermodynamics” can
predict whether excited powders prefer to be separate phases, or mixed. A very simple
consideration of the mixing criteria of hard spheres that differ only in size, suggests that all
powders will mix if vibrated at a sufficiently small amplitude and characteristic frequency.
Consider a two‐component powder A+B, then the criterion for the mixing process at equilibrium is
that the excess Gibbs free energy of mixing should be negative. Pressure enhances mixing if the
volume change is negative, and segregation it is positive. Increase in granular temperature, on the
other hand, always favors mixing. Even the most difficult binary powders will mix with sufficient
kinetic energy. These ideas have resulted in the discovery of an extraordinary phase behavior of
binary powders in acoustic vibrations. The granular temperature is close to uniform, whereas the
pressure varies under gravity from zero at the top to the weight of the system at the bottom. The
results have been confirmed by computer simulations and tenets of density functional theory also
apply to these inhomogeneous systems. There are many potential applications.
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